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At high enough incident energy and for high enough momentum

transfer an incident electron interacts with a single electron of

a target atom or molecule, cleanly removing it and leaving the

1 2
residual ion in one of its spectrum of quantum states.' Under these

conditions the dynamics of the reaction simply involves a two-electron

collision, the target electron having a momentum given by the structure

of the target and ion, and equal and opposite to the recoil momentum

of the ion. Since two-electron collisions are well understood (Mott

scattering) the reaction is the basis of the understanding of the energy

and momentum structure of the target and ion known as electron momentum

spectroscopy.

In an experiment the momenta (and therefore of course the kinetic

energies) of the incident (0) and both final state (A,B) electrons are measured.

Observation of a large number of events yields the energy spectrum of

the ion. Since the recoil momentum for each event is known by subtraction

a recoil momentum profile for each ion state is obtained by varying the

detector angles. In practice maximum momentum transfer is ensured by

keeping the polar angles of both outgoing electrons, measured from the
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incident direction, at 45 . The recoil momentum profiles are obtained by

varying the azimuthal angle <f of one of the detectors out of the collision

plane of the other detector and the incident beam. In this way recoil

momentum :is scanned from essentially zero to several atomic units. This

geometry is called noncoplanar symmetric geometry.

The question of whether the collision conditions are in the range

or" validity of the simple impulsive description has an experimental

answer. The description is valid if the structure information determined

from it is true structure information, i.e. if it is independent of the

collision conditions, particularly the incident energy. In fact this

test of validity is satisfied by incident energies in the ikeV range.

At such energies valence electronic states of the ion separated by more

than about leV can be resolved. I want to emphasize that the unique

utility of the reaction is twofold:

1) the clean and certain determination of structure information due

to the simple collision dynamics,

2) the completeness of the structure information; namely the ion

spectrum and momentum intensity profiles for each state over the

low-momentum (chemically-interesting) range.

Absolute cross sections are not generally measured but all intensities

are known relative to one intensity.

At this point a brief comparison is in order of electron momentum

spectroscopy with photoelectron spectroscopy (and its kinematic analogue,

dipole (e,2e) spectrosccpy). Both spectroscopies measure ion energy

spectra. Higher energy resolution is obtainable in photoelectron

spectroscopy where cross sections are larger by several orders of magnitude.

The basic difference is in the reaction kinematics. For phot©electron
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spectroscopy the two-body final state gives a one to one correspondence

between electron energy and recoil momentum. Low (chemically-interesting)

momenta can only be studied at low electron energy, where simple impulsive

dynamics is not valid. In electron momentum spectroscopy the three-body

final state allows the observation of low (from zero) recoil momentum

with arbitrarily-high electron energies. The study of the photoelectTon

reaction and the electron-impact ionization reaction with lower electron

energies leads to interesting and complex problems, in which the dynamics

of course depends on the structure. However, only electron momentum

spectroscopy has sufficiently simple dynamics at low momenta for the clean

and certain determination of structure information.

The nature of the structure information is seen by considering the

impulsive reaction theory (plane-wave impulse approximation)
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The electron collision factor f is the (half-off-shell) Mott

scattering cross section
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We use atomic units throughout (in=m=e=l). In noncoplanar symmetric

geometry f is very nearly constant for a variation of <j> from 0 to 20 .
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The reaction directly observes the spherically-averaged square of

the momentum-space overlap function <£f|g>, where g is the target ground

state and f is the observed ion state. The simplest case is atomic

hydrogen, where the overlap function is just the ground state OTbital.

<pf|g>=<J>0(p) = 2 3 / V 1

The momentum profile for atomic hydrogen is shown in fig. 1. It is

independent of total energy.
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Fig. 1. Electron momentum distribution for the ground state of hydrogen5

at the indicated total energies, compared with the square of the

ground state wave function.
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Many-electron targets are described by the interaction of con-

figurations |ot>, which are determinants of Hartree-Fock orbitals.

|g> = V a | a > • {5)

We consider the corresponding ion configurations as target

configurations | 3> coupled to a single hole orbital <f-(pj)- The ion

configurations have total angular momentum J in the case of atoms, or

a quantum number J describing the appropriate irreducible representation

of the point group for a molecular system.

<pf! = Z J R t ^ C.JB*.(E) <6| . C6)

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C.TD (sums over vector indices are
j Jp

implied) describe the coupling. They are unity if |B> is the closed-shell

Hartree-Fock configuration |0>. Antisymmetrization is implied.

The overlap function is a linear combination o^ orbitals (J).(p).

The factor N. "', where N. is the electron multiplicity, is introduced

by antisymmetry.

4 5
The next simple case to be considered is helium ' . Here the ion

is hydrogenic, so it has no electron correlations. The reaction

therefore observes the ground state CI coefficients a . Fig. 2 shows that

the reaction leading to the ion ground state, Is, is well described by

the helium Hartree-Fock orbital, independently of total energy. Excitation

of ion states with n=2 or higher are forbidden if the helium ground state

is just a product of hydrogenic orbitals. Thus cross sections are of the

order of 1% of the Is cross section. Fig. 3 shows that different CI
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Fig. 2. Electron moinentum profile for helium with the ion in the Is

2
state at the indicated total energies, compared with the

Hartree-Fock orbital.

wave functions for the helium ground state give very different momentum

profiles for the n=2 states, even if they are very accurate from the

point of view of correlation energy. The functions of Joachain and

Vanderpoorten fJV) and Nesbet and Watson7 fNW) each given 98% of

the correlation energy. The function of Taylor and Parr8 (TP) gives 85%

Electron momentum spectroscopy is a very sensitive probe for ground

state configuration interaction in this case.

A very common case is that of closed-shell targets in which the

Hartree-Fock configuration has 90% or more of the strength (a2>.90).

Here we neglect target configurations a/0. The coefficient a2 is a
o

constant factor (which is not observed) in the cross sections for
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Fig. 3. The ratio of n=2 to n=l cross section for helium at 1200eV.

Theoretical curves are the plane-wave impulse approximation

using the correlated wave functions given in the text.

different ion states. The reaction now probes CI for the ion, since the

overlap function is now
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The sum over orbitals <t>-(p) has been condensed into a characteristic

orbital <J>.(pJ), defined by the reaction. In most cases the corresponding

momentum profile is indistinguishable from a Hartree-Fock profile.

If all the approximations are valid the cross section for the

ion state f is proportional to

CE)!2, (9)

where the spectroscopic factors

sm-ctmr-

obey the sum rule for each orbital i

y c(f) - 7 fill
^f lO ~ l J

Fig. 4 shows the 15.76eV state of the argon ion. It is the only

observable state with the 3p Hartree-Fock momentum profile and therefore

corresponds (within 10% experimental error) to 100% of the 3p strength.

The sensitivity of the momentum probe is shown by the fact that the

profile easily distinguishes between Hartree-Fock and less-detailed

calculations.

Fig. 5 shows states of the argon ion, which each have the 3s

Hartree-Fock profile, independently of total energy, thus confirming

all the approximations of the impulsive interpretation of the reaction.

The 3s one-hole configuration is split among these states by configuration

interaction. The summed cross-section for all of them gives the

total 3s orbital momentum profile. Absolute spectroscopic factors are

given by the cross section ratios and the sum rule (11).
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Fig. 4. Electron momentum profile for the 15.76eV state of the argon

ion compared with 3p DWIA profiles for Hartree-Fock (solid

line), Hartree-Fock-Slater (dashed line) and a variational

hydrogenic orbital (short-dashed line).

A similar analysis is done for molecules, wnere there are sometimes

several valence orbitals. The inner valence orbital is severely split

as it is for argon. The summed momentum profiles correspond closely

in all cases to the Hartree-Fock momentum profiles. Figs.6 and 7 show the

examples water and ethane.

The lone pair 1b orbital of water is interesting. Here Hartree-Fock

theory underestimates low-momentum components, since the variational

energy is insensitive to the wave function at large distances. This

orbital extends much further in space than Hartree-Fock theory predicts.

Detailed examination of momentum profiles reveals that there is

some sensitivity to reaction details for r. > la.u. To describe this it

has been sufficient in the case of atoms to represent the continuum
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Fig. 5. Electron momentum profiles for the indicated bound (£<43.6eV)

and continuum states of the argon ion compared with the 3s

PWIA Hartree-Fock profiles.

electron wave functions by elastic scattering wave functions calculated

in the static potential of the residual system (first-order distorted-

wave impulse approximation). Fig. 8 shows that this theory correctly

describes the high-momentum cross section for helium.
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10Fig. 6. Electron momentum profiles for water compared with DWIA

profile from Hartree-Fock theory.

Recent work in xenon has been particularly interesting, since it

confirms the Dirac-Fock description of the 5p and 5p orbitals, for

which relativistic effects result in slightly different profiles. This

is illustrated in figs. 9 and 10.
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Fig. 7. Electron momentum profiles for ethane compared with DWIA

profiles for Hartree-Fock orbitals.
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Fig. 8. Electron momentum profile for helium (Is ion state) at 1200eV

compared with the PWIA and DWIA.
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Fig. 9. Electron momentum profiles for the 5p,._ and 5p . orbitals of

12
xenon compared with PIVIA profile.*; for Dirac-Fock orbitals.

The Hartree-Fock profile is given by the dotted curve.
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Fig. 10. Branching ratio 5p3 .^ : Spj for xenon , compared with the

Dirac Fock theory.

The experiments described here have all been due to Erich Weigold

and his co-workers in our laboratory at Flinders. Together with

extensive work on similar lines by Giardini-Guidoni, Stefani, Camilloni
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and others in Rome, Brion and co-workers at UBC and Coplan and Moore at

Maryland, they have shown that electron momentum spectroscopy is an

accurate and sensitive probe for both nonrelativistic and relativistic

orbitals, and for electron correlations in ground states and ions. We

are looking foward to '.he application of the technique to thin solid

films, where similar experimental success would reveal details of

electron band dispersion curves and corresponding probability profiles.
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